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A number of experiments have demonstrated that destructive quantum interference (QI) effects in molecular junctions lead to very low conductances even at room temperature. On the other hand, another recent experiment showed increasing conductance with temperature which was attributed to decoherence effects destroying QI at finite temperatures. Here we study the influence of finite temperatures and electron-phonon interactions on QI in molecular junctions. Two different models leading to two inherently different types of QI effects are considered. Each model is exemplified by specific molecules and studied using first-principles calculations. We find that the molecules exhibiting QI show a much stronger temperature dependence of the conductance compared to molecules without QI. However, the large QI-induced suppression of the conductance remains, showing that QI effects are indeed robust against finite temperatures and inelastic scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of recent experiments have demonstrated the importance of destructive quantum interference (QI) effects in different molecular junctions leading to very low conductances when compared to analogous junctions without QI effects [1–6]. These experiments, which are all conducted at room temperature at relatively low-bias voltages, confirm earlier experimental works on both electron transport and transfer in benzene-based molecules [7,8]. QI effects demonstrate some intriguing possibilities in molecular electronics, where small structural or chemical changes can lead to pronouncedly different transport properties. Molecules exhibiting destructive QI were recently used as the basis for ultrathin insulating molecular films [6], and for electrochemically controlled molecular switches [10,11]. Other applications within thermoelectrics have recently been proposed [12–15].

Common to the experimentally studied molecules [1–6,8,9] showing QI effects is that they are cross conjugated with up to several orders of magnitude lower conductance than linear conjugated analogous molecules. A molecule in connection with two leads is termed linearly conjugated if one can draw a path connecting the two leads, which strictly alternate between single and double or triple bonds. A pathway is cross conjugated if it contains two subsequent single bonds and the ($sp^2$ hybridized) carbon atom linking these single bonds is double bonded to any group or atom in a third direction [16]. A molecule is called cross conjugated if all the pathways are cross conjugated. A large number of theoretical works have predicted QI effects to be present in cross-conjugated molecules but not in linearly conjugated ones [10,17–19]. In simplified models considering only the π system, the cross-conjugated molecules will exhibit a transmission node at an energy close to the Fermi energy, leading to a very low conductance [19]. For more details on the relation between QI and conjugation patterns, we refer to Ref. [9].

Recent experiments [20], conducted at large-bias voltages in a resonant transport situation, showed a significant temperature dependence of the conductance of the molecule 2,2′-dimethylbibhenyl (DMBP). The observed increase in conductance with temperature was attributed to decoherence processes destroying a QI effect due to quasidegenerate molecular energy levels. Previous theoretical works [21,22] showed that at high-bias voltages electron-phonon interactions lead to strong effects on systems with quasidegenerate levels. This is interesting since typically electron-phonon interactions only lead to a modest effect on the electronic conductance in molecular junctions [23] with a conductance change of a few percent as measured by, e.g., inelastic tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) and in agreement with first-principles calculations [24].

The conclusions drawn from Refs. [20–22] indicate that QI effects could be destroyed at high (room) temperatures. At first sight this may seem inconsistent with the experimental findings in Refs. [1–6], and calls for further theoretical studies.

In this paper we consider finite temperature effects on the conductance in a molecular junction showing QI effects. We consider both the simple effect of temperature broadening of the Fermi distribution functions and inelastic scattering effects due to electron-phonon (el-ph) interactions. We first identify the two simplest topologically different models leading to QI effects, and we exemplify each model with a real molecule. For studying el-ph effects we use density functional theory (DFT) and diagrammatic perturbation theory. We find that the el-ph interactions lead to strong temperature-dependent conductances for systems with QI effects. However, QI effects are not at all completely destroyed and at room temperature we still observe an orders of magnitude difference in conductance between cross-conjugated molecules and linearly conjugated molecules, in agreement with experimental findings.

II. METHODS

We consider a molecule (M) coupled to a left (L) and right (R) electrode described with an electronic Hamiltonian of the form

$$H = H_L + V_{LM} + H_M + V_{RM} + H_R,$$

(1)
where $H_L$ ($H_R$) describes noninteracting electrons in the left (right) electrodes, and $V_{0M}$ is the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes. In this paper we focus on intrinsic properties of the molecules and not on the details in the molecule-electrode coupling. Hence, we describe the electrodes within a wide-band approximation, giving rise to constant, purely imaginary electrode self-energies. The molecular Hamiltonian $H_M$ depends on the nuclear coordinates $\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{R}_0 + \mathbf{Q}$, where $\mathbf{R}_0$ is the equilibrium, zero-temperature configuration, and $\mathbf{Q}$ is a displacement vector. For small displacements we may write

$$H_M = H^0_M + \sum_{\lambda} M_\lambda (b_\lambda^\dagger + b_\lambda). \quad (2)$$

where $H^0_M$ is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the ionic coordinates $\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{R}_0$. $H^0_M$ is taken as the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian evaluated in a localized atomic orbital basis as implemented in the GPAW code [25]. $b_\lambda$ and $b_\lambda^\dagger$ are the creation and annihilation operators of phonon mode $\lambda$, and $M_\lambda$ is the el-ph coupling matrix.

We calculate the phonon modes as well as the el-ph coupling matrices for free molecules using finite difference methods as implemented in GPAW [26].

A. Self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA)

In order to address the effect of el-ph interactions we use the nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism. The el-ph interactions are treated perturbatively within the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) [23,24]. In the solution to the SCBA equations we use the free phonon Green’s functions and further assume that the phonon mode occupations are given by the Bose-Einstein distribution, thus corresponding to an externally damped situation [24]. We only include the Fock diagram in the electron-phonon self-energy, as the Hartree self-energy merely leads to a bias- and temperature-independent energy shift. The current from the left lead through the molecules is calculated using the Meir-Wingreen formula [27]

$$I_L(V) = \frac{2e}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{d}\varepsilon \text{Tr}[\Sigma^\text{L}_\text{el}(\varepsilon)G^\text{L}(\varepsilon) - \Sigma^\text{L}(\varepsilon)G^\text{L}(\varepsilon)], \quad (3)$$

where $G^\text{L}(\varepsilon)$ is the electronic lesser (greater) Green’s function for the molecule, and $\Sigma^\text{L}(\varepsilon)$ ($\Sigma^\text{L}_\text{el}(\varepsilon)$) is the lesser (greater) self-energy due to coupling to the left electrode. A similar expression for the right-going current is obtained by replacing $\Sigma^\text{L}_\text{el}(\varepsilon)$ with $\Sigma^\text{R}_\text{el}(\varepsilon)$. Since SCBA is a current conserving approximation we have $I_L = -I_R = I$. In addition to the total current given by Eq. (3), we also calculate a purely elastic current as

$$I_0(V) = \frac{2e}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{d}\varepsilon \text{Tr}\{G^\text{L}\Gamma_L G^\text{L}\},$$

where $f(\mu,T)$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at chemical potential $\mu$ and temperature $T$, and

$$\Gamma_L = \text{Im} \sum_{\lambda} \lambda G_\lambda^\text{R}, \quad (5)$$

is the transmission function calculated from the interacting retarded and advanced Green’s functions and $\Gamma_{L,R} = -2 \text{Im} \sum_{\lambda} \lambda G_\lambda^\text{L,R} = 0.2$ eV. We define the inelastic contribution to the current as $I_{\text{in}} = I - I_0$. If in Eqs. (4) and (5) we use the noninteracting Green’s functions, we obtain the noninteracting current $I_0$. We have found that essentially $I_0 \approx I_{\text{el}}$ and below we only show results for $I_0$.

B. Lowest order expansion (LOE)

In addition to the full solution to SCBA, we also apply a lowest order expansion (LOE) of Eq. (3) [24,28], which avoids self-consistency loops and where the Green’s functions are evaluated only around the Fermi energy. The LOE approximation relies on the assumption that the electronic Green’s functions vary slowly around the Fermi energy on the energy scale of the phonon energy $\hbar\omega_0$. The current for a symmetric junction can be expressed as

$$I_{\text{LOE}}(V) = I_0(V) + \sum_{\lambda} I^{\text{sym}}(V,T,\langle n_\lambda \rangle) \times \text{Tr} \left\{ G^0_0 \Gamma_L G^0_0 \left[ M^\text{L} A_{0,R} M^\text{R} \right] + \frac{i}{2} \left[ \Gamma^0_L G^0_0 M^\text{L} A_{0,R} M^\text{R} - \text{H.c.} \right] \right\}, \quad (6)$$

where

$$I^{\text{sym}} = \frac{e}{\pi \hbar} \left( 2\varepsilon(V,\langle n_\lambda \rangle) + \frac{\hbar\omega_0 - eV}{e^{(\hbar\omega_0-eV)}-1} - \frac{\hbar\omega_0 + eV}{e^{(\hbar\omega_0+eV)}-1} \right). \quad (7)$$

Here $G_0$ refers to the Green’s function in the absence of electron-phonon coupling. Further, $A_0 = i (G^0_0 - G^0)$ and $A_{0,R} = G^0_0 \Gamma^0_L G^0_0$. The LOE is a current conserving approximation and, as shown in Appendix A, the LOE provides a very good approximation to the SCBA results for the models we consider here, in agreement with previous work on molecular transport in the low-bias regime [24,28].

III. RESULTS

A. Two models with Q1 effects

The experimentally studied molecules showing Q1 effects can be divided into two classes: In the first class the transmission function for the $\pi$ electrons has a node close to the Fermi energy, due to destructive interference effects between the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) [1–6]. These molecules are all cross conjugated. A simple generic example of a molecular junction falling in this class is metaconnected benzene, shown in Fig. 1(a). The metaconnected benzene is attractive due to its simple structure, but is difficult to realize in practice. A different, experimentally more relevant molecule belonging to this class is anthraquinone (AQ). In this paper we take meta-connected benzene and AQ as paradigmatic examples of the molecules in the first Q1 class. For comparison we study the linearly conjugated anthracene (AC). The AC does not present Q1 and is obtained from AQ by replacing the two oxygen atoms on the central ring by hydrogen.

In the second class of molecules, the Q1 effect occur due to two quasidegenerate levels, e.g., HOMO and HOMO-1 [21]. A molecular realization of this group is 2,2′-dimethylbiphenyl.
obtained from the independent MO levels (dashed lines), i.e., a single site model with either only the HOMO or only the LUMO. We define here QI as the difference in transmission between the solid line including both levels and the sum of the two dashed lines. Right at the transmission node at $E = 0$ eV there is completely destructive QI.

In model 2 we consider only the DMBP HOMO and HOMO-1 levels, which are separated in energy by a small $\Delta \epsilon$. The two benzene rings in DMBP are almost orthogonal (with a tilt angle of $81^\circ$), leading to a weak coupling between the $\pi$ systems on the two benzene rings. In the AO basis this leads to left and right localized states with a weak coupling $\tilde{t} = -\Delta \epsilon/2 = -0.03$ eV. Due to the weak coupling, the transmission function shown in Fig. 1(f) is clearly suppressed when compared to the independent HOMO and HOMO-1 levels. Model 2 exhibits no completely destructive QI as model 1, except in the trivial limit of $\tilde{t} = 0$.

We now consider the effect of el-ph interactions on models 1 and 2. From the DFT calculated phonon modes and electron-phonon couplings we have found that a single phonon mode is clearly dominating the scattering for both benzene and DMBP. The relevant phonon energies are $\hbar \omega_1 = 0.073$ meV for benzene and $\hbar \omega_2 = 0.005$ eV for DMBP. The latter corresponds to a torsional mode around the central bond. From DFT calculations we obtain the el-ph coupling matrices written in the AO basis as

$$
M^{(1)} = \begin{pmatrix} m_1 & m_1 \\ m_1 & m_2 \end{pmatrix}, \quad M^{(2)} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & m_2 \\ m_2 & 0 \end{pmatrix},
$$

with $m_1 = 0.060$ eV and $m_2 = 0.047$ eV. We note that for DMBP we obtain a very strong electron-phonon interaction strength with $m_2/\hbar \omega_2 = 9.4$. The use of diagrammatic perturbation theory is strictly valid only for $m/\hbar \omega < 1$. While this may affect the quantitative results we obtain for DMBP and model 2, we note that the current obtained after one iteration of the SCBA equations typically differs by less than 10% of the self-consistent current. We thus expect the main conclusions to remain valid. An alternative approach based on a small polaron transformation was taken in Refs. [21,22]. For benzene and model 1, $m_1/\hbar \omega_1 = 0.8$, and perturbation theory is applicable.

When el-ph interactions are included, the electronic energy levels are renormalized by a so-called polaron shift $\Delta E = |\langle \psi | M | \psi \rangle|^2/\hbar \omega$. In the SCBA this constant shift is included in the Hartree diagram, which we do not include in our SCBA calculations nor in the LOE results. While inclusion of the Hartree diagram leads to a modified current at a given bias, the differential conductance $dI/dV$ and the relative conductance change with temperatures are essentially unaffected.

**B. Temperature-dependent current**

Figure 2 shows current versus temperature calculated for model 1 (left column) and model 2 (right column) at bias voltages $V_B = 0.01$ V (top) and $V_B = 0.5$ V (bottom). At low-bias voltage we observe a strong temperature dependence for model 1. At low temperatures the phonon mode is not thermally excited and the inelastic current (dotted blue) is zero. For temperatures above 100 K, the phonon mode becomes thermally excited and the inelastic current increases. At the high-bias voltage, however, we see that model 1 is dominated

---

**FIG. 1.** (Color online) Two models showing different types of QI, each represented by a concrete molecule: (a) metatbanzene and (b) DMBP. (c) and (d) show schematically the two models in an “atomic orbital” (AO) representation illustrating a real-space distribution of the two sites, and in a molecular orbital (MO) representation showing the MO energy levels. The AO on-site energies are set to $\epsilon_1 = 0$ for model 1 and $\epsilon_2 = -1.2$ eV for model 2. (e) and (f) show transmission functions for the two models (black lines), together with transmission functions from independent (i.e., without QI) MO levels.
by the elastic (noninteracting) contribution to the current (dashed black), and the effects of el-ph interactions are rather small.

The situation is completely different for model 2, where the current is almost completely dominated by the inelastic contribution, even at low temperatures. The low phonon energy in model 2 implies that both phonon emission and absorption processes contribute to the current even at low temperatures and small-bias voltages. When the torsional mode is excited, the π systems on the two benzene rings will on average be less orthogonal, and the effective coupling between them will be larger, resulting in a larger current. The approximately linearly increasing current versus temperature can be derived analytically from the LOE approximation. Within the LOE, the temperature dependence is determined by (i) the temperature dependence of the noninteracting conductance and (ii) the temperature dependence is determined by (i) the temperature dependence of the noninteracting conductance and (ii) the temperature dependence of the inelastic current versus temperature, in accordance with the full solution to SCBA.

C. Bias dependence

The results in Fig. 2 show that the current in model 1 is mainly governed by the noninteracting current. This implies that the strong QI effects illustrated in Fig. 1(e) are robust against finite temperatures and bias voltages. This conclusion is further supported in Fig. 3(a), showing $dI/dV$ versus bias voltage for model 1. The transmission dip from Fig. 1(e) is clearly recognized at low temperatures and low-bias voltages. When the bias voltage exceeds the phonon energy, a pronounced jump in conductance by almost one order of magnitude is seen at low temperatures. At voltages $V > h\omega_0/e$ an incoming electron can scatter inelastically by emitting a phonon. This opens up an inelastic transport channel which, at intermediate voltages $0.1 < V \lesssim 0.3$ V, carries a larger part of current than the noninteracting (elastic) channel. At elevated temperatures, some of the incoming electrons are thermally excited to high enough energies to emit phonons even at zero bias. The abrupt jump in conductance is smeared out, but the characteristic V-shaped $dI/dV$ is still visible. For comparison we show also the conductance of the independent HOMO and LUMO model (solid green). The difference between this and the red/blue curves is due to QI, as also discussed above.

D. Anthraquinone (AQ) versus anthracene (AC)

We now consider two similar molecules: the cross-conjugated anthraquinone-based molecule (AQ) and the linearly conjugated anthracene-based molecule (AC). The AC and AQ molecules have been studied experimentally in three different works, showing clear signatures of QI in AQ but not in AC [1–3]. In Fig. 3(b) we show $dI/dV$ versus bias voltage for AQ and AC calculated with DFT within the LOE approximation. For the LOE calculations we include all electronic states and all the phonon modes. Since we have no explicit information about the electrode Fermi energies, we set $E_F$ to be exactly at the QI transmission node [see Fig. 4(a)]. For AC, we set $E_F$ between the HOMO and LUMO energies. Experimentally, the alignment between MO energies and $E_F$ can, to some degree, be controlled with a gate electrode, or alternatively with chemical substitutions [29].

![Fig. 2](image1.png)  
FIG. 2. (Color online) Current vs temperature for model 1 (left column) and model 2 (right column). The applied bias voltage is $V_B = 0.01$ V (top row) and $V_B = 0.5$ V (bottom row). In each plot we show the noninteracting current (dashed black), the total current including el-ph interactions (solid red), and the inelastic contribution (dotted blue).

![Fig. 3](image2.png)  
FIG. 3. (Color online) $dI/dV$ vs bias voltage for (a) model 1 and for (b) AQ and AC. Blue curves correspond to $T = 4$ K and red curves to $T = 300$ K. Solid lines include el-ph interactions, while dashed lines are for the noninteracting case. Green curves correspond to (a) the independent HOMO and LUMO model and (b) AC, both including el-ph interactions at 300 K.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Zero-bias conductance vs temperature for AQ and AC with el-ph interactions (solid lines) and without interactions (dashed lines). For AQ we show results for two different values of the Fermi energy. The conductances have been calculated with the LOE approximation to SCBA.

In Fig. 3(b) we essentially see no bias or temperature dependence for AC (solid green) and the interacting and noninteracting calculations give almost identical results. This situation resembles the independent HOMO- and LUMO model in Fig. 3(a). The trends for AQ are similar to the results from model 1: At low temperatures one observes abrupt increases in conductance at bias voltages corresponding to certain vibrational energies, where inelastic transport channels are opened up. At higher temperatures the sharp features are smeared out, but the el-ph interactions lead to a significantly increased conductance when compared to the noninteracting case (dashed lines). This result is the essence of our findings: Due to the destructive QI effects, one may expect very significant bias- and temperature-dependent conductances; however, the QI effects are not at all completely washed out, and the orders of magnitude difference between linearly and cross-conjugated molecules remains even at finite temperatures.

We finally take a closer look at the temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance in AQ and AC. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature variation with el-ph interactions (solid lines) and in the noninteracting case (dashed lines). For AQ we show results corresponding to two different positions of the Fermi energy, as indicated by vertical lines in the transmission plot in Fig. 4(a). $E_F = 0$ eV is right at the QI transmission node, and $E_F = 0.1$ eV is slightly above. AC has a temperature-independent conductance both for the interacting and noninteracting calculations. This is a typical experimental signature of coherent transport. For AQ with $E_F = 0$ eV, the noninteracting case yields a $dI/dV \propto T^2$ dependence, which can also be derived analytically as follows: Around the QI node, the transmission function can be written as $T(E) = aE^2$. This follows from the Landauer transmission formula, which we may write $T(E) = \Theta^2 |G_{1N}(E)|^2$, assuming that the molecule is connected to the left and right electrodes at sites 1 and $N$ [19,30]. Here $G_{1N}(E)$ is the $(1,N)$th element in the retarded Green’s function matrix. The transmission node thus comes from a node in $G_{1N}(E)$. Close to the energy of the node (here assumed to be $E = 0$) we Taylor expand and write $G_{1N}(E) \approx aE$, and the quadratic energy dependence of $T(E)$ follows. The temperature dependence of the conductance can now be obtained as

$$G(T) = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T(E) \left( -\frac{\partial f(E,T)}{\partial E} \right) dE$$

$$= \frac{2e^2a\beta}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E^2 e^{\beta E} \left( e^{\beta E} + 1 \right)^2 dE$$

$$= \frac{2e^2a^2}{h\beta^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^2 e^x \left( e^x + 1 \right)^2 dx,$$

where $\beta = 1/(k_BT)$. Since the integral is independent of temperature, it follows that $G(T) \propto T^2$.

The quadratic temperature dependence, which is only due to the broadening of the Fermi-Dirac distributions, is quite sensitive to the exact location of the transmission node with respect to the Fermi energy, and with $E_F = 0.1$ eV, the noninteracting conductance only increases by a factor of 1.5 when increasing the temperature from 4 to 300 K. When el-ph interactions are included, the conductance increases more with temperature than in the noninteracting case for both values of the Fermi level. However, as already mentioned above, the el-ph interactions do not completely destroy the QI effects and at 300 K there is still a $\sim 3$ orders of magnitude difference in conductance between AC and AQ.

We note that the increase by several orders of magnitude of the low-bias conductance versus temperature for AQ is similar in magnitude to very recent experimental results for AQ-based devices [6]. We also emphasize that the very strong relative inelastic signals seen for AQ are not a result of particularly strong el-ph interactions for AQ, but are only a result of the very low conductance in the noninteracting case.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied the effect of electron-phonon interactions and finite temperatures on destructive QI effects occurring in molecular junctions. The el-ph interactions have a large relative effect on the conductance in molecules with QI effects due to the low (noninteracting) conductance. This potentially leads to strong temperature dependences on the conductance, as recently observed experimentally [6]. We find, however, that the QI effects are not at all destroyed at room temperature, and when compared to analogous molecules without QI effects, the orders of magnitude difference in conductance remains, in agreement with several recent experiments.
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APPENDIX A: VALIDATION OF THE LOE

Figure 5 shows the current versus voltage for model 1 (top) and model 2 described in the main text. First, the noninteracting current $J_0$ (dashed red) is seen to coincide with the elastic current $J_{\alpha}$ (black triangles), both calculated from Eqs. (4) and (5) in the main text, but using the noninteracting and interacting retarded and/or advanced Green’s functions, respectively. The
FIG. 5. (Color online) Current vs temperature for model 1 (top) and model 2 (bottom). The bias voltage is 0.1 V. $J_0$ is the noninteracting current, $J$ is the total current calculated with SCBA, which has an elastic ($J_{el}$) and an inelastic ($J_{in}$) contribution. The currents are calculated without the Hartree diagram and are compared with the LOE results (dashed green).

The close agreement between SCBA and LOE allows us to use the computationally much less expensive LOE to study the relatively large AQ and AC molecules in the main text.

APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE MODELS

In the main text we represent metaconnected benzene and DMBP with two simple two-site models, with model parameters derived from DFT. Here we show how to obtain these parameters.

1. Benzene: Model 1

Figure 6 (left column) illustrates the benzene HOMO ($\psi_H$) and LUMO ($\psi_L$) Kohn-Sham orbitals as obtained with DFT. The right column shows the linear combinations $\psi_+ = (\psi_H + \psi_L)/\sqrt{2}$ (top) and $\psi_- = (\psi_H - \psi_L)/\sqrt{2}$ (bottom). In the MO eigenstate basis, the Hamiltonian of the subspace spanned by the $\psi_H$ and $\psi_L$ is

$$H^{(MO)} = \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon_H & 0 \\ 0 & \varepsilon_L \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hfill (B1)

where $\varepsilon_H$ and $\varepsilon_L$ are the HOMO and LUMO orbital energies. In the basis of $\psi_+$ and $\psi_-$ (AO basis), the Hamiltonian becomes

$$H^{(AO)} = \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon_0 & t \\ t & \varepsilon_0 \end{pmatrix},$$  \hfill (B2)

where $\varepsilon_0 = (\varepsilon_H + \varepsilon_L)/2$ and $t = (\varepsilon_H - \varepsilon_L)/2$.

Figure 6 shows that for a metaconnected benzene, only one of $\psi_+$ and $\psi_-$ will have orbital weights on the sites connecting to the leads, while the other will have a large weight. From this we derive model 1 in the main text, where one site (orbital $|1\rangle$) is connected to both leads, while the other will be decoupled.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Isosurface plots of the benzene HOMO and LUMO (left column). The right column shows the LMOs formed by addition and subtraction of the HOMO and LUMO. For a metaconnection, one of the LMOs will be coupled to both electrodes, while the other LMO will be decoupled.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Isosurface plots of the DMBP HOMO and HOMO-1 (left column). The right column shows the localized MOs formed by addition and subtraction of the HOMO and HOMO-1.
from the leads. Model 1 closely resembles the situation of a Fano resonance [31], where a localized state couples to a continuum. It can easily be shown that the (noninteracting) transmission function always will have a node at the energy of the localized site [15].

2. DMBP: Model 2

Figure 7 illustrates the HOMO and HOMO-1 (left column) of DMBP as obtained with DFT. The right column shows the linear combinations $\psi_+ = (\psi_H + \psi_{H-1})/\sqrt{2}$ (top) and $\psi_- = (\psi_H - \psi_{H-1})/\sqrt{2}$ (bottom). In the basis of $\psi_+$ and $\psi_-$ (AO basis) we obtain a Hamiltonian similar to Eq. (B2) with $\epsilon_0 = (\epsilon_H + \epsilon_{H-1})/2$ and $\epsilon = (\epsilon_H - \epsilon_{H-1})/2$. Since the HOMO and HOMO-1 states are nearly degenerate, the coupling matrix element $t$ is small.

From the left and right localized $\psi_+$ and $\psi_-$ we derive model 2: $\psi_-$ [site 1] in Fig. 1(d) is only coupled to the left electrode since the orbital weight is much larger on the left part of the molecule than on the right, while $\psi_-$ is only connected to the right electrode.

[31] A. E. Miroshnichenko, S. Flach, and Y. S. Kivshar, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 2257 (2010).